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Abstract. In this paper we apply the information state update (ISU) machinery to tracking
and understanding the argumentative behaviour of participants in a parliamentary debate in
order to predict its outcome. We propose to use the ISU approach to model the arguments of
the debaters and the support/attack links between them as part of the formal representations
of a participant’s information state. We first consider the identification of claims and evidence
relations to their premises as an argument mining task. It is not sufficient, however, to indicate
what relations occur without establishing how these relations are created and verified during
the interaction. For this purpose the model requires a detailed specification of the creation,
maintenance and use of shared beliefs. The ISU model provides procedures for incorporating
beliefs and expectations shared between speaker and hearers in the tracking model. To evaluate the content of the tracked information states, we compare them to those of the human
‘concluder’ who wraps up a debate, stating the claims which the majority of the debaters have
agreed on.
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Introduction

Argumentation constitutes a major component of human intelligence. Many domains, including
philosophy, politics, journalism, law, and theology rely on the use of arguments. Argumentation
is is used to justify solutions to many problems. The problem of understanding argumentation
has been addressed by many researchers in different fields including philosophy, logic and AI. In
natural language processing, a surge of interest in argumentation mining tasks has recently been
seen. Much successful work has been done to identify and extract arguments and analyse their
structure.
The argument detection task is generally defined as a binary task by separating argumentative
and non-argumentative units. Based on a domain-independent theory of argumentation schemes
[1, 2] an accuracy was obtained of 73.75% in identifying argumentative sentences in the Araucaria
corpus [3], using features such as word pairs, verbs, and keywords indicative for argumentative
discourse, e.g. discourse markers.
Argumentative structures have been well understood and modelled for argumentative texts and
to a certain extent also for two-party argumentative dialogues, see e.g. [5–8]. In order to identify
arguments and relations between their constituents, discourse relations are often considered, inspired by Rhetorical Structure Theory, see [9]. Discourse relations help to identify to which other
propositions a proposition serves as evidence and from which other propositions it receives support. One of the first studies on argument component classification is Argumentative Zoning [4].
In this study, sentences within one argument and texts as a whole are classified as having one of
the rhetorical relations such as result, purpose, background, solution, and scope. When applied to
scientific articles, this prediction method achieved an F-score of 0.46.

Although being very important, these methods are insufficient for many applications such as
for example argumentative multi-agent multimodal interactions. For instance, it is not sufficient to
indicate what claims and relations do occur without indicating how these relations are established
and verified during an interaction. For a computer system to be engaged in the exchange of arguments, either as a direct participant or as side-participant like an observer, understanding of the
strength and sustainability of arguments along with the understanding of their structure is essential. The beliefs of a rational agent engaged in argumentation should be characterized not only by
beliefs concerning his own supporting arguments but also by the beliefs concerning his partners’
beliefs and relations between them. Cohen (1987), who provided in-depth analysis of argument
structures, emphasized that a tracking model of mutual beliefs between speakers and addressees is
required, see [10]. The information state update (ISU) approach, see [11, 12], applied successfully
in a variety of dialogue tasks, provides a computational model for the creation of shared beliefs
and specifies mechanisms for their transfer.
In this paper we present an approach to modelling the interaction in parliamentary debates. We
present a debate model based on an analysis of the tasks of the participants, of the structure of their
contributions and the relations between them. In this analysis, an argument structure is defined in
terms of claims and evidence and the connections between them.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the application domain, specifying participant roles and tasks, and highlighting important interactive phenomena to be modelled.
Sections 3 and 4 describe and analyse our data and discuss ways to segment and annotate debates.
Section 5 presents the semantic framework within which we model debate interactions; it describes
the information state update process in debates, leading to the creation of mutual beliefs. Section
6 proposes an evaluation method to validate to what extent the system’s understanding of debate
arguments corresponds to that of human understanding and can be used to predict debate outcomes.
Section 7 summarizes our conclusions and indicates perspectives for further research.
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Application domain: nature of parliamentary debates

A parliamentary debate is a communication process in which participants argue for or against
a motion. A debate is thus a type of dialogue, but it differs from the well-studied task-oriented
dialogue in the number and roles of its participants, their tasks and the form of interaction. A
debate session is motivated by a motion which is concerned either with a general topic, e.g. health,
or with a proposed law (legislation). The so-called ‘closure motion’ is a special motion which
ends the debate and leads to voting. The motion is announced by a Moderator (or Speaker in the
UK). The Moderator chairs the session, opens and closes it, and regulates the debaters’ turn-taking
behaviour. The actual debate starts by the Proponent presenting the motion and arguments in favor
of it. An Opponent attacks the proponent’s arguments. There is a number of Proponent’s Seconders
and Opponent’s Seconders whose task is to counter-attack either the opponent’s or the proponent’s
arguments, respectively, or those of their seconders. Most parliamentarians belong to a certain
political party (e.g. in UK and in Germany there are four parties currently in the Parliament). This
fact has a great influence on the parliamentarians’ behaviour (cooperative or non-cooperative), their
reaction to each other arguments and their preferences when voting.
There are different type of debates depending on type of motion and status of participating
parliamentarians: debate on legislation, general debate and short debate. In this study we considered
general parliamentary debates - plenary sessions in the UK Youth Parliament (YP)3 . Members of
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There are Youth Parliaments founded in many European countries and all over the world, e.g. in Greece,
South Africa, Columbia. The European Youth Parliament is also active since 1987.

the Youth Parliament (MYPs) are elected to represent their constituency and do not belong to
any political party. The YP does not decide on legislation, but simulates the environment of the
actual Parliament plenary sessions discussing youth-specific current affairs issues. The results of
YP debates are recorded in a publication called ‘manifesto’ which is available for the members of
the actual Parliament. The general debate discussion is closed by the Concluder who wraps up the
debate summarizing commonly agreed points and the most evident disagreements.
A YP debate is a formal interaction with certain rules, traditions and even rituals. Speakers
present their positions by arguments that may take the form of quite lengthy verbal contributions
with an articulate internal structure. Other MYPs listen to arguments and as a rule do not interrupt
the current speaker. The right to have a turn is regulated by the Moderator. The Moderator nominates the next speaker. Participants who want to take the next turn, rise or half-rise from their seats
in a bid to get the Moderator’s attention.

3

Debate data: segmentation and annotations

The data that we analysed forms three UK YP4 sessions. These sessions are video recorded and
available on Youtube5 . The YP members, aged 11-18, debate issues addressing three different motions: (1) sex and relationship education (SRE); (2) university tuition fees and (3) job opportunities
for young people in the UK. The corpus is provided with automatically generated subtitles which
are corrected manually.
First, segmentation has been performed together with dialogue act annotations into functional
segments according to guidelines provided in ISO 24617-2 [13]. To each segment a communicative function has been assigned in one or more of the nine ISO dimensions (Task, Auto- and AlloFeedback, Discourse Structuring, Time and Turn Management, Own and Partner Communication
Management, and Social Obligation Management). The annotated corpus consists of 1388 functional segments from 35 different speakers. In our data, just over 50% of the dialogue acts performed by the debaters are Inform acts connected by discourse relations. For example,
(1) D121 6 : Let us be clear sex education covers issues affecting young people [Inform]
D122 : These include safe sex practices, STIs and legal issues surrounding consent and abuse [Inform
Elaboration D121 ]

We observed a small portion of set questions (3.4%) that are rhetorical in the sense they are not
intended to get an answer but rather to emphasise an important issue. For example,
(2) D372 : This is not a question of morality [Inform]
D373 : But a question of equality [Inform Contrast D372 ]
D374 : Why should some children in this country have sex education when others do not [SetQuestion]

About 1.7% of all task-related acts are explicit Agreements or Disagreements with previous speakers. For example,
(3) D237 : it makes sense to teach a young person the basics of what a healthy relationship is before they want
to have sex [Inform]
D362 : what is needed is a policy based on solid aims to reduce STDs [...] and address most aspects of
relationships [Inform]
D6153 :I defend and I completely wholeheartedly agree that relationships are more important [Agreement
D237 ; D362 ]

The rest of dialogue acts belong to other than Task dimension.
4
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http://www.ukyouthparliament.org.uk/
See as example http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g2Fg-LJHPA4
Here and henceforth Dk stands for Debater k; the subscript is the index of the identified functional segment.
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Detection of arguments and their structure

For our further analysis and modelling, arguments need to be identified. Toulmin (1958) proposed
a scheme with six functional roles to describe the structure of an argument (see Figure 1). Based
on evidence (data) and a generalization (warrant), which is possibly implicit and defeasible, a conclusion is derived. The conclusion can be qualified, e.g. by a modal operator indicating the strength
of the inferential link between data and conclusion. A rebuttal specifies exceptional conditions
that undermine this inference. A warrant can be supported by backing, e.g. reason, justification or
motivation.
We segmented debates into Argumentative Discourse Units (ADUs), defined as a
data
qualifier
conclusion
unit which consists of one or more premises
and one conclusion, possibly restated or parasince
unless
phrased several times by the same speaker. To
identify ADUs, we followed the approach prowarrant
posed by Peldszus and Stede (2013), who sugrebuttal
gest to first segment into Elementary Discourse
because
Units (EDUs) as minimal discourse building
blocks, then establish relationships between
backing
two or more EDUs, and combine those into
ADUs [8].
Segmentation into EDUs is well estabFig. 1. Argumentation diagram of Toulmin (1958).
lished for written discourse, where syntactic
clauses are considered as such units. For spoken discourse prosodic units [14], speaking
turns [15], and intentionally defined discourse segments [16] have been proposed. For debates,
turns are obviously too coarse to be considered, as they are too lengthy and may contain more
then one argument. Prosodic units like interpausal units, e.g. bounded by 100ms of silence [17],
are too fine-grained since debaters often make pauses when emphasising a single word or phrase.
EDUs in our data mostly coincide with intentionally defined units such as dialogue acts. The Task
dialogue acts related to previous discourse by means of a discourse relation form the best-defined
EDU for spoken discourse. In our corpus 1021 EDUs were identified meaning that about 73.6% of
all dialogue acts constitute a part of an EDU.
Discourse relations were annotated using the annotation scheme designed for the Penn Discourse TreeBank (DPTB) corpus [18]), extended with discourse segment relations from the taxonomy proposed in [19]. Table 1 presents the types and frequencies of the relations along with
the inter-annotator agreement reached annotating each relation type. It should be noted here that
the inter-annotator agreement between three experienced annotators was generally rather low on
this task (Cohen’s kappa 0.36 on average), however on some relations like Elaboration, Evidence,
Justification, Reason, Conclude and Restatement, which are important for our further processing,
we obtained a substantial agreement (Cohen’s kappa around 0.76).
Identifying ADUs, we observed a very frequent pattern7 : an ADU will mostly start with a
simple Inform act and end when an Inform Conclude or Restatement is identified, or before another
Inform act which is not involved in any discourse relation. We assigned an index to each argument
conclusion. Consider the following example:
7

The inter-annotator agreement between three experienced annotators on this task was very high, 0.87 in
terms of Cohen’s kappa.

Discourse relation type
Elaboration**
Evidence**
Justify***
Condition***
Motivation**
Background**
Cause***
Result***
Reason*
Conclude**
Restatement***

Relative frequency (in %)
28.1
21.4
16.1
0.7
1.4
0.3
3.4
2.2
10.6
5.7
10.1

Cohen’s kappa scores
0.67
0.72
0.76
0.34
0.48
0.18
0.37
0.26
0.33
0.71
0.76

Table 1. Distribution of Inform acts involved in a discourse relation in terms of their relative frequency in
the corpus (* defined in DPTB; ** defined by Hovy and Maier, 1995; *** in both taxonomies) and the interannotator agreement in terms of Cohen’s kappa.)

(4)

D230 : Essentially we are experiencing a tragic loss of childhood [Inform]
D231 : a walk down the high street reveals a depressing trend towards essentially adult’s designs [Inform Evidence D230 ]
D232 : children’s pencil cases bearing playboy symbols [Inform Evidence D230 ; Inform Motivate D231 ]
D233 : our children being sexualized too young [Inform Result D230 , D231 ,D232 ;Cause D234 ]
D234 : we must aim to protect this short-lived innocence [Inform Result D233 ]
D235 ;D2 2.18 : SRE is simply inappropriate within a primary curriculum [Inform Conclude D230 - D234 ; Conclusion D2 2.1]

In our data, 118 ADUs were identified in total, 37 to 40 per session.

e1, x1, x2, e2, x3,x4,x5, e3, x6, x7 e4, x8, x2, e5,x9,x10, S1, x11, x12,
experience (e1) childhoood_loss (x1) we (x2) type(x2, person) type(x2, plural)
type(x2, collective) experiencer (e1, x2) stimulus(e1,x1)
reveal(e2) walk(x3_1) street(x3_2) path(x3_1, x3_2) trend(x4) adult-design (x5,)
theme (e2,x3_1) result (e2,x4)
evidence (e2,e1)
bear(e3) children_pencil_case (x6) type (x6, plural) playboy_symbol(x7) type (x7,
plural) pivot(e3, x6) theme(e3,x7)
evidence (e3,e1)
motivate(e3,e2)
sexualize (e4) child(x8) type(x8,plural) patient(e4,x8) attribute(x8,too_young)
result(e4,e1)
protect(e5) we(x9) type(x9, person) type(x9, plural) x9 = x2
innocence(x10)
agent (e5, x9) theme (e5, x10)
cause (e4,e5)
result(e5,e4)
be_inappropriate (s1) SRE (x11) type (x11, abbreviation)
primary_curriculum (x12) setting(s1,x12) pivot(s1,x11) conclude (s1, e5)

Fig. 2. Example of DRS representation of the identified ADU presented in (4).

The semantic content of an argument is incrementally constructed from its premises and conclusion using the representation formalism of DRSs [20]. An example of the DRS representation
for the argument exemplified in (4) is shown in Fig. 2, where the conclusion is marked in bold face.
Computing semantic content for each conclusion, we observed that for instance in the session on
SRE nine main claims (henceforth also called ‘propositions’) are identified:
(5) p1 : SRE should be compulsory
p2 : SRE should be introduced in primary school
p3 : SRE should be valued by parents
8

Here and henceforth x.y is the index assigned to the conclusion of an ADU, where x indicates the debater
index and y stands for the index of an ADU conclusion.

p4 : SRE should be provided even in faith schools
p5 : SRE should be counter-part for media images
p6 : SRE should be about both sex and relationships education
p7 : SRE should be provided in a propriate context
p8 : Government listens to the YP’s campaign
p9 : SRE should not be provided at school but in peer-education

To incorporate support and attack links, we need the full specification of participants’ information states. Only in this way we can establish beliefs concerning previously presented arguments
that the current speaker either supports or attacks. We start with identified explicit and implicit
agreement and disagreement dialogue acts signalling support or attack of arguments through the
functional dependence relations as defined in [13]. Consider the discussion on when SRE should
be introduced at school.
(6) D147 ;D11.2 : Sex education needs to start early to stop the damage before it’s too late [Inform]
D25 ;D22.1 : SRE is simply inappropriate within a primary curriculum [Inform& Disagreement D147 ] - Attack 1.2
D72 ;D77.1 : I think involving sex education in primary school is perfectly sensible [Inform& Agreement D147 & Disagreement D25 ]Support 1.2/Attack 2.1

Debater 1 (Motion Proponent) states as his opinion that SRE needs to start early. Debater 2 thinks
that SRE in primary school is inappropriate. Debater 7 supports SRE in primary school (argument
1.2) and thereby attacks the arguments 2.1. These links will be modelled as part of the debaters’
information states (see Section 5).

5

Computing information states: mutual belief creation and transfer in
debates

Information state update approaches analyse dialogue utterances in terms of effects on the information states of the dialogue participants. An ‘information state’ (also called ‘context’) is the totality
of a dialogue participant’s beliefs, assumptions, expectations, goals, preferences and other attitudes
that may influence the participant’s interpretation and generation of communicative behaviour [13].
Dialogue acts are viewed as corresponding to update operations on the information states and consist of two main components: (1) the type of communicative act, expressed as its communicative
function, e.g. Inform, Question, Request, etc., and (2) the semantic content, i.e. the objects, events,
situations, relations, properties, etc. are addressed. Bunt (2014) provides a detailed specification of
the update semantics of dialogue acts [21].
To be successful in debate, the participants have to coordinate their activities on many levels.
In the speaker role, a participant produces utterances with the aim to be understood by others. In
dialogue act theory, understanding that a certain dialogue act is performed means creating the belief
that the preconditions hold which are characteristic for that dialogue act. As the ultimate goal of
a debater is to convince his audience of the rightness of his position, he wants the addressees to
incorporate his beliefs as beliefs of their own (belief adoption).
The coordination of the beliefs and assumptions of the participants is a central issue in any
communication. A set of propositions that the dialogue participants mutually believe is called their
common ground, and the process of establishing and updating the common ground is called grounding. The speaker expects that what he is saying is perceived and understood as intended. These expectations may be strengthened when there is positive evidence from the audience, and if negative
feedback occurs the expectations are canceled. Such evidence takes the form of explicit or implicit
positive feedback; we observed instances of feedback on what was just said, such as laughter, applause, verbal ‘yeah’ and ‘hear! hear!’. However, not all propositions are addressed immediately,
and a debater may not get a chance to react to or correct misinterpretations or rejections of his
contributions.

In parliamentary debates, where political confrontations and ideological convictions often play
a significant role, the goals of a debater depend on the type of debate. In legislation debates the
main goal is to gain the majority of supporters in terms of votes. A lot of preparatory work is
done before the actual debate takes place, in committees and lobbies. To achieve their main goal
parliamentarians may be ready to compromise on some points and negotiate on others. A governing party with a majority in the parliament has a bigger chance to get their beliefs adopted by the
majority, therefore has stronger initial expectations. Parliamentarians also have certain knowledge
about their opponents and their seconders, which should be modelled in the initial dialogue context
together with knowledge about common and individual goals, and should be taken into consideration when computing the strength of expectations concerning the outcome of a debate. In HCI
research it is common to incorporate user models where all available information about dialogue
participants is specified [22]. This type of information is typically useful to design adaptive humancomputer systems and can be profitably used when modelling interactive behaviour in dialogue, in
particular related to grounding.
In general YP debates no strong political division is obvious a priori, and it is reasonable to
assume that each debater expects that many of his partners will adopt his beliefs. At least, this is
what he strives for, otherwise it would make little sense to participate in such a debate. With this
goal in mind, a participant does his best to be convincing and persuasive, presenting his claims
and evidence as convincingly as possible. Example (6) from our corpus can be used to illustrate
this. Proponent D1 presents arguments with the conclusion p1 : ‘SRE should be introduced in the
primary school curriculum’. The debaters D2 ...Dn understand this proposition and make it part of
their common ground. Following the computational model of grounding proposed by [23], beliefs
are updated as follows:
(7) D1 1.2: Sex education needs to start in primary school to stop the damage before it’s too late
preconditions9 : Bel(D1 , p2 ); W ant(D1 , Bel({A1, ..., An}, p2 ))
expected understanding:Bel(D1 , M Bel({D1 , A1, ..., An}, W Bel(D1 , Bel(Ai, Bel(D1 , p2 )))))[for each addressee Ai];
Bel(D1 , M Bel({D1 , A1, ..., An}, W Bel(D1 , Bel(Ai, W ant(D1 , Bel(Ai, p2 ))))))

expected adoption: Bel(D1 , M Bel({D1 , A1, ..., An}, W Bel(D1 , Bel(Ai, p2 ))))
D2 2.1: SRE is simply inappropriate within a primary curriculum
understanding: M Bel({D1 , D2 }, Bel(D1 , p2 )); M Bel({D1 , D2 }, W ant(D1 , Bel(D2 , p2 )))
cancelled adoption: Bel(D1 , M Bel({D1 , D2 }, W Bel(D1 , Bel(D2 , p2 ))))
preconditions: Bel(D2 , ¬p2 ); W ant(D2 , Bel({A1, ..., An}, ¬p2 ));
expected understanding: Bel(D2 , M Bel({D2 , A1, ..., An}, W Bel(D2 , Bel(Ai, Bel(D2 , ¬p2 )))));
Bel(D2 , M Bel({D2 , A1, ..., An}, W Bel(D2 , Bel(Ai, W ant(D2 , Bel(Ai, ¬p2 ))))))

expected adoption:Bel(D2 , M Bel({D2 , A1, ..., An}, W Bel(D2 , Bel(Ai, ¬p2 ))))
D7 7.1: I think involving sex education in primary school is perfectly sensible
understanding: M Bel({D1 , D7 }, Bel(D1 , p2 )); M Bel({D1 , D7 }, W ant(D1 , Bel(D7 , p2 )));
M Bel({D7 , D2 }, Bel(D2 , ¬p2 )); M Bel({D7 , D2 }, W ant(D3 , Bel(D2 , ¬p2 )))

adoption: Bel(D7 , M Bel({D1 , D7 }, p2 ))
cancelled adoption: Bel(D2 , M Bel({D2 , D7 }, W Bel(D2 , Bel(D7 , ¬p2 ))
preconditions: Bel(D7 , p2 ); W ant(D7 , Bel({A1, ..., An}, p2 ));
expected understanding: Bel(D7 , M Bel({D7 , A1, ..., An}, W Bel(D7 , Bel(Ai, Bel(D7 , p2 )))));
Bel(D7 , M Bel({D7 , A1, ..., An}, W Bel(D7 , Bel(Ai, W ant(D7 , Bel(Ai, p2 ))))))

expected adoption:Bel(D7 , M Bel({D7 , A1, ..., An}, W Bel(D7 , Bel(Ai, p2 ))))
9

Here in example and further in text Bel = believes; MBel = mutually believed; WBel = weakly believes

We implemented a system that keeps track of all created and adopted beliefs on the part of each
debater as the debate proceeds. We used the conclusions identified in Section 4 to update the information states of participants and that of the system. This leads to the system’s creation and adoption
of beliefs concerning these propositions. For example, with regard to the proposition p1 in (5) the
following system’s beliefs are created: Bel(S, M Bel({S, D1 , D3 , D4 , D12 }, Bel({D1 , D3 , D4 , D12 }, (p1 )),
Bel(S, M Bel({S, D1 , D3 , D4 , D12 }, W ant({D1 , D3 , D4 , D12 }, Bel(S, p1 )))), where S stands for System. In
the final state, the system may predict that the belief Bel(S, M Bel({S, D1 , D3 , D4 , D12 },p1 )) will be
adopted.

6

Concluder agent: evaluation

A system operating as described in the previous section can form the basis of an artificial agent
that could play different roles in a debate. It could for instance play the role of one of the Debaters
or their Seconders by supporting or attacking certain arguments. In this study we consider the
system in the role of Concluder, whose task is to understand the arguments of all the debaters and
to conclude the debate by stating the opinion of the majority. We call the system playing this role
the C-Concluder (Computational Concluder).
In order to assess the quality of the C-Concluder final information state, we need to evaluate
against some form of ‘ground truth’. For this purpose we use the final state of a human concluder
(H-Concluder). The human concluder is called by the Moderator at the end of the session to wrap
up the debate.
The H-Concluder provides a general assessment of what was discussed by emphasizing all
major arguments brought up by debaters. It is mostly a summary of the arguments that the majority
is in favour of, and of points of strong disagreement. The summary exemplified in (8) is the basis
of the H-Concluder’ final state. The H-Concluder wraps up his summary by announcing further
steps, e.g. the motion needs more discussion.
(8) HC15.1 : Compulsory sex and relationships education is something the UKYP strives for [Support 1.1,
3.1, 4.3, 12.2/Attack 2.2]
HC15.2 : Many believe teaching children about relationships from a young age is vitally important [Support 1.2, 6.1, 7.1, 9.2, 10.1, 11.1, 14.2/ Attack 2.1, 5.1, 8.1]
HC15.3 : Also it is highlighted that SRE is strongly valued by parents [Support 1.3, 12.5, 14.3/Attack 2.3]
HC15.4 : Many schools work successfully to provide effective SRE, even in faith organizations [Support
1.4]
HC15.5 : Our generation have a much disfigured view on sex from things such as peer pressure, and as
many mentioned, sexualized media formats. [Support 2.5, 7.2, 10.3, 14.1]
HC15.6 : As it has already been mentioned by Poppie and many others before her that this is not just sex
and sex education or the anatomy of it. This is sex and relationships education [Support 2.4, 4.2, 6.2, 8.2,
9.1, 10.2, 11.2, 12.3, 13.1]
HC15.7 : Children should understand the meanings of a relationship, trust and respect [Support 3.2, 6.3,
7.3, 10.4, 11.3, 12.4]
HC15.8 : I believe as a unified organization we can make the government sit up and listen to our campaign
[Support 1.5, 4.1, 7.4, 12.1]

The evaluation method is depicted in Figure 3. Both C- and H-Concluders try to understand participants’ arguments and links between them (strengthening, adoption and rejection effects). In the
final state they have the beliefs of all participants resulting from their understanding of each other
and adopting each others beliefs.
We compute the H-Concluder beliefs by applying the analysis exemplified in (7) to a summary
given by a human concluder. For the C-Concluder we compute the list of predicted beliefs resulting

from understanding, grounding and the propositions supported by a ‘winning’ majority, as well as
the negation of all rejected propositions that are not addressed by any of the debaters. The predicted
final C-Concluder and computed actual H-Concluder states are compared.
We observed that the predicted C-Concluder
information state differs slightly from the actual H-Concluder state, but not significantly.
The H-Concluder did not address the arguC-Concluder
H-Concluder
ments concerning the propositions ¬p1 , ¬p2 ,
Tracked ISs
Debate review
Debate
¬p3 and p9 , hence we do not find eviof debaters
Argument
dence in his final state for his understandexchange
ing of the Inform and (Dis-)Agreement acts
with that propositional content. As for the CPredicted final
Actual final
debate state
debate state
Concluder, we had taken the decision that in
improve
case of conflicting updates (e.g. Bel(CC, p)
and
Bel(CC, ¬p) we decide in favour of the
compare
majority, comparing the number of supporters. Thus, the adoption of beliefs concerning
propositions ¬p1 , ¬p2 , ¬p3 are cancelled for
Fig. 3. Evaluation model for the C-Concluder role.
the C-Concluder state.
Closer inspection shows that of the two arguments that have not been supported or attacked, p4 is addressed by the H-Concluder while p9 is
not. The H-Concluder considers p4 as adopted and p9 as cancelled. Our intuition says that human
concluders may have personal considerations such as attitudes towards certain debaters or towards
certain arguments, or maybe other factors play a role here. To model this computationally one
would need to construct more sophisticated participant models which include their a priori beliefs
and preferences.
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Conclusions

In this study we showed how the ISU approach can be applied to modelling and managing argumentative multi-party discourse such as parliamentary debates. We argued that in order to model such
complex interactions at least two models are needed. First, a domain model is required where the
roles and tasks of the participants are specified, as well as model for analysis of their contributions.
The identification of arguments and analysis of their internal structure (i.e. evidence relations from
premises to conclusions) can be based on the identification and classification of discourse units
and relations, and can be learned in a data-oriented way as shown by previous research [4, 2, 24].
In order to identify support/attack links between arguments of different debaters, a computational
model of belief creation and transfer is needed. An ISU model, where a dialogue is viewed as a
sequential structure consisting of communicative acts that participants perform in order to change
each other information states, is particularly suitable for this task. We showed how the participants’
beliefs are created when a speaker’s behaviour is understood and how it leads to the adoption or
cancellation of beliefs when participants support or attack each other’s arguments.
We evaluated the proposed approach against the debate review produced by a human who acts
as a concluder. The system in the role of a concluder, having tracked the information states of the
debaters, predicts which propositions will be adopted by the human concluder and which will be
cancelled. The comparison shows that such predictions were fairly accurate.
In conclusion, we believe that this paper has addressed a very challenging and exciting research
topic, even though it is obviously still a long way to a fully automatic and robust system that is able

to understand debate arguments with high accuracy and produce high-quality debate reviews, or
even to replaces one of the debaters.
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